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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND DEFJNITIONS OF TERMS USED

The position of solid geometry in today's curriculum is the
result of a multitude of factors and forces, past and present.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Mathematics education is in a state of tumult.

A great barrage

of criticism was launched at the public school's mathematics and science
programs soon after the first Sputnik was put into orbit.

The children

were not learning what they would need as they entered our colleges
and universities.

:Mathematics educators responded by forming committees,

commissions, and study groups.

Surveys were taken, experiments con-

ducted, and, after years of work, reports were issued.

These reports

included the suggested revisions for the new mathematics curriculum.
There were new mathematics courses to be added in the high school.

The

traditional four-year plan had to make room for anything new being
added.

Something had to be omitted or greatly condensed in the existing

program.

Nith all the healthy disagreement which would be expected

during revision of the curriculum, it is significant that there was
almost unanimous agreement as to where this omission or condensation
should take place.

The geometrj_es, plane and solid, were delegated by

all to serve the roll.

Solid geometry would h~ve to be eliminated as

a separate semester-long course and squeezed into the year of plane
geometry.

Ironically, the curriculum revisions which the Spa.ce Age
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initiated have included an omission, or at least a, great condensation,
of a course dealing in three-dimensional mathematics.
II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERTuJ.S USED

Solid geometr~y-, ~-dimensional geometry, and space geometry.
With the change from a traditional treatment of solid geometry came a
change in terminology.

In this paper solid geometry, three-dimensional

geometry, and space geometry were used interchangeably and all include
those concepts and vocabulary which were included in a traditional
course in high school solid geometry.
separate course in space geometry.

These terms do not refer to a

Advanced topics such as solid

analytic geometry and three-dimensional vector analysis were not included in the definitions.
III.

OVERVTh'W

Curricular change is a dynamic process.

It does not lend itself

-well to a snapshot illustration, but rather to the continuity of a moving picture.

Such a picture is to be presented in this paper.

programs evolve, certain weaknesses develop.

As new

This paper proposes to

point out possible danger areas existent in the recent teaching of solid
geometry.

CHAPTER II
THE PAST SIXTY YEARS
A look at the events leading up to current curricular changes
will help put a proper perspective to recent developments.

I. A BRIEF HISTORY
During the first half of this century there was a continuous
effort to improve the instruction of the geometries.

Progress was slow.

Fehr (42:15) observed in 1959 that few new ideas had been added in mathematics education since 1900 and no real shift in direction.

The impli-

cation of mass education in the 1920 1 s and 1930 1 s forced the removal
of difficult topics from the geometries.
but it also made it less meaningful.

This made the subject easier,

Next a series of educators

(4:450; 11:L62; 6:239) tried to put 'lleaning back into the subject with
those topics wllich remained.

And most recently an effort has been

made to integrate all mathematics concepts into a logical whole.
II.

THE TRADITIONAL SOLID GEOMETRY COURSE

General criticisms of Euclidean geometry.

One need not look

far to find criticism of the teaching of the geometries in our secondary schools.

As seen by Skinner (11:462), the lack of correlation of

geometry problems with life situations at school or at home has made
geometry abstract and meaningless to a majority of students.

Lindgren

(6:189) admitted the possibility of a person applying the kind of logic
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learned in geometry to everyday problems successfully.

But he con-

tinues,"• •• in view of the way in which geometry is usually taught
and received by the students, such instances must be rather rare 11

(6:189).

Likewise, iVlurcell (8:125) felt that very often the student

in geometry has never learned any geometry worth mentioning but has
discovered a trick to get him a passing grade, never reaching a point
where he could use his geometry.

A common criticism mentioned by

Crow (4:449) was that the learner may only memorize an elaborate system
of abstractions and generalizations worked out for him instead of
attempting to discover these relationships through reflective thinking
as the lmderlying concepts were learned.
Besides these general educational criticisms, it also has been
pointed out there are logical flaws in Euclid's geometry (53:578-584).
Weaknesses of the course.

For a long time educators have felt

trat, in general, the semester-long course in solid geometry has not
been fulfilling the needs of the student.

Duren (39:515) in 1956 flatly

stated, " • • • solid geometry was dead, 11 but that there was nothing to
take its place.

Studies of student performance suggested that high

school solid geometry makes little difference in the performance in
engineering schools (48:122).

An extensive study inferred that little,

if any, improvement in spacial conceptions resulted from the study of
solid geometry (36:594).
The traditional method of presentation of solid geometry has
fallen under attack of the National Council of Teachers of Y..athematics
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in a report of the Secondary-School Curriculum Committee.

They felt

that solid geometry was not a good place to study deductive reasoning
and proof (58 :405).

The Report of the Commission on Mathematics of the

College Entrance Examination Board contended that the objective of solid
geometry can best be attained with an intuitive approach to the subject

(2:27).

Hlavaty (47:118) stated that the topics in solid geometry need

not be presented in an "Euclidean straight jacket."
III.

EXPERIMhl:~TS IN GEOMEI'RY EDUCATION

There is no substitute for experimental research in the development of new methods of teaching any school subject.

A continuum of

experimenters has reflected the efforts of mathematics educators to
improve the instruction of their subject.
Two women in the early twenties each ran a classroom experiment
in the teaching of geometry.

Elsie Parker (55:191-201) set up a con-

trolled experiment in an effort to answer a question still asked today,
Can pupils of geometry be taught to prove theorems more economically and effectively when trained to use consciously a
technique of logical thinking; and furthermore, does such training,
more than the usual method, increase the pupils' ability to analyze
and see relationships in other non-geometrical situations? (55:191)
In her experimental group the pupils studied the thought process used
in proving geometric theorems and gained some understanding of the
nature of logical thought.

The control group concentrated on the

theorems themselves with little attention given to the thought processes
involved in proving them.
geometric originals.

Results were measured by tests including

Miss Parker felt that her experimental pupils
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• • • tried more varied methods of attack, rejected erroneous
suggestions more readily, and without becoming discouraged maintained
an at ti tu.de of suspended judgment until the method had been shown
to be correct (55:201).
A similar experiment conducted by Winona Perry included two
control groups with instruction centered around a textbook and the
experimental group working primarily in the area of provmg original
problems.

In the experimental group "the ability to solve problems

non-mathematical in character was rrarkedly improved 11 (9: 15).
Luchins' (50:528-33) method of teaching geometric area to youngsters used an exploratory approach.

In his investigation pupils derived

their own principles and formulas and gave evidence of a great deal more
understanding than those taught in the usual way.

Presumably, this

understanding made more likely the recognition of opportunities to use
information or adapt it to new situations (48:532).
A geometry curriculum based on everyday experiences including
such diverse facets as navigation, race track gambling, surveying and
superstition was devised by Alway and presented to 120 students.

In

a standardized geometry test these students scored above national
averages (32:458-60).
Dr. Harold P. Fawcett (5) has presented in the 'I'hirteenth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics a detailed
description of his approach to the teaching of the nature of proof.
Many of his procedures were not unlike those used in preceding experiments but he did include some novel additions.
The student built his own and in his own way.
by the pupils.

No basic text was used.
Definitions were ma.de

Propositions which seemed obvious were accepted as
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assumptions.

'I'erms which needed defini.tion were selected by the student

and were by-products of the work, not a basis for it.

Undefined terms

were also selected by the pupils and with no attempt to reduce the number

to a minimum.
From the results of the evaluation, Fawcett made the following
four generalizations:
1.

Mathematics illustrated by a small number of theorems yields
a control of the subject matter of geometry at least equal to
that obtained from the usual formal course.

2.

By following the procedures outlined in this book it is possible to improve the reflective thinking of secondary school
pupils.

).

This improvement in the pupil's ability for reflective thinking
is general in character and transfers to a variety of situations.

4. 'l'he usual formal course in demonstrative geometry does not
improve the reflectbre thinking of the pupil (5: 119).
An experiment mentioned by Pressey (10:284) used one thousand
high school geometry students and established as a goal "reflective
thinking" in the experimental group.

There were two control groups,

one of which had no geometry and the other a regular geometry cou~se.
A pre-test and final test emphasizing effective thinking showed a gain
of 4.9 points in the non-geometry group, a 9.3 point gain in the regular
geometry class and a 26.7 point gain in the experimental group.

Even

though the validity of the test used has not been established, the
possible importance of this kind of teaching stood out.
'I'he most recent efforts have come from the bold experimenters
like N~x Beberman of the Illinois Plan (51:12-18), the curriculum
planners such as the Commission on Wiathematics of the College Entrance
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Rxamination Board (2; 3) and the Ball State Experimental Program (37:22830), the sample text book writers in the School Mathematics Study Group

(54:437-42; 23), and, equally important, the many individuals working
in the classrooms of high schools, experimenting on a small scale.
IV.

RECENT DEVELOPM.ENTS

'l'he most advocated and most accepted of the recent curricular
changes is the removal of solid geometry as a separate semester-long
course.

Brown (1:280) realized in 1953 that there was then a decrease

in the number of schools offering solid geometry and projected that
the decrease would probably continue.

The trend did continue as in-

dicated by Keedy (48:122) in early 1959.
Accompanying the removal of solid geometry as a separate course
was the inclusion of topics from solid geometry in the plane geometry
course.

This was not a particularly new idea, for Felix Klein (53:579)

stated half a century ago that a separate treatment of plane and solid
geometry was completely out of the spirit of modern mathematics.

Like-

wise, Young (1:280) at the turn of the century expressed the rational
of a combined presentation to the student.

In the Fifth Yearbook of

the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, published in 1930,
an article appeared, entitled "Teaching Plane and Solid Geometry Simultaneously" (12:66).

A text for secondary mathematics teachers, copy-

right 1939, suggested there was considerable material relating to space
geometry which could be fused with plane geometry material (7:236).
Solid geometry as a course was dealt a devastating blow early
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in 1959.

The heport of the Commission on Mathematics of the College

Entrance Examination Board was published, and its first free distribution
reached 39,000 readers, includine thousands of school superintendents

(47:28). An article in the February, 1959, Mathematics Teacher included
the recommendation of the College Entrance Examination Board that a full
semester course in solid geometry was not essential (48:123).

By Niay

of this same year an article in the Bulletin of the National Association
of Secondary-School Principals appeared mentioning this same proposal
(52: 23).

1he Educational Digest had an article on the College Entrance

Examination Board Program for college preJ.)8.ratory mathematics in their
September, 1959, edition (57:23-29).

The details of the College Entrance

:fucamination Board proposals appeared in the New York Times in October,

1959 (62:9).

In all of these articles it was suggested that solid ge-

ometry be dropped as a separate course and worked into a one-year combined plane and solid geometry course.
In this same year the Report of the Secondary-School Curriculum

Committee of the National Council of Teachers of Ma.thematics was
published in the Niay issue of the :Mathematics Teacher (58:389-417).
'I'he committee believed it was "neither necessary nor desirable to
devote a full semester to deductive solid geometry" (58:405).

This

same quotation appeared in the November, 1961, School Science and
Mathematics (49:625).
Reports from the School Mathematics Study Group appeared in

1959 and this group also has incorporated plane and solid geometry
into a one-year course (33:26-31).

CHAPTER III
THE PRESFl'lT NE.'EDS JN SOLID GEOMETRY

To justify even a minimum inclusion of space geometry there must
be a recognized need for its inclusion and a definite purpose or objective in the teaching of this material to the student.
I.

A RF.cOGNITION OF THE NEED FOR SOLID GEOMETRY

Considering the precarious position of solid geometry in today's
curriculum, one would expect to find someone speaking out against the
need for inclusion of the various concepts of solid geometry in the
high school mathematics program.

On the contrary, almost every article

pertaining to solid geometry or geometry, in general, indicated a vital
interest in three-dimensional concepts.
Recognition

~

organizations.

The School :Mathematics Study

Group published, in 1961, a sample text for a combined one-year course
in plane and solid geometry.

Numerous principles of solid geometry

were included for presentation to the student.

And if this did not

speak out loud enough for the fact that solid geometry should be a
basic part of the high school mathematics program, a comment in their
forward does.

The School :Mathematics Study Group believed tba.t the

mathewatics presented in their text was valuable for all well-educated
citizens in our society and for pre-college students in preparation
for advanced work (23:vi).
The course of study proposed in the Report of the Commission
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on Mathematics of the College Entrance Examination Board also suggested
inclusion of a variety of solid geometry topics in a one-year geometry
course (3:140-58).
A prominent member of the Commission, Howard F. Fehr, has
commented "that geometry, as physical representation of the world in
which we live, must play a larger role in elementary education is now
generally accepted," (45:425).

Two articles by Professor Fehr appeared

in 1958,in the MatheroBtics Teacher concerning the teaching of specific
solid eeometry topics, such as solid angles and steradians (43:358-61;
4h:272-75).

There must have been a feeling here that the teaching of

these rather precise solid geometry concepts had some merit.
Recognition in Professional Publications.

Solid geometry as

an entrance requirement for engineering schools was the topic of an
article in -which our colleges had a chance to express their feelings
toward the high school curriculum.

Although there was a swing towards

elimination of solid geometry as an entrance requirement, the article
pointed out that this must not be taken to mean that the three-dimensional concepts were unimportant.

'l'he opposite was true and many

colleges recommended inclusion of solid geometry in the high school
program.

'Ibis same article maintained that

11

three-dimensional concepts

are so vitally j_mportant that these concepts should be introduced in
a revised geometry course" (35:570).
Hlavaty (47:118) expressed the need for inclusion of space
geometry by stating that, "Space concepts and loci and the mensuration
of solids--important in themselves and so necessary for a study of the
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calculus--cannot be left out of secondary school mathematics."

Fifty

mathematics educators were polled to find out which topics from the traditional solid geometry course they would include in a proposed one-year
course in geometry.

'I'he results showed a stubborn insistence from the

individual teachers on the inclusion of a vast majority of topics covered
in a full semester course.

Several educators checked fifty per cent of

the 109 items to be proved formally in the one-year course.

Items

checked 11 0MIT 11 by half of those polled were eliminated from the initial
list and this left fifty-eight items for inclusion (59:546-48).
In an article having nothing to do with geometry, plane or solid,
Eiss (40:107) pointed out an increasing need today for understandings
in space geometry.

Man had in the past moved about primarily in a

two-dimensional world, and as he extended his exploration into the
vastness of three-dimensional space, it was found that many explanations
of phenomenon in two-dimensions were not valid in three-dimensional
space.
Recognition from outside the United States.

A look outside the

United States at secondary mathematics programs in other countries has
revealed a universal interest in space geometry.

Switzerland has offered

both plane and solid geometry in their prep school (56:552-58).

The

Federal Republic of Germany has had solid geometry concepts injected in
their mathematics program from grade five through grade twelve (34:468).
One hundred and ten class hours of solid geometry have been offered in
the mathematics curriculum for the ninth and tenth graders in the Soviet
Union (60:334-36).

This may be contrasted to the one-third semester or
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about twenty to thirty class sessions the Commission has recommended

(3:141).

On the other side of the world, Formosa has included solid

geometry as a course in its secondary schools.
Recognition from other sources.

Shute, Shirk and Porter (24:1)

have expressed their point of view in the introduction to a solid geometry text.

These authors stated that in the final analysis, solid geome-

try "plays a vital part in many life activities."

And with the dav,n of

the air age, solid geometry and subjects which depend in part on solid
geometry, have become increasingly important in the daily experiences of
civilized men.

Engineers and production workers of various kinds need

the opportunity of gaining facility in recognizing spatial relationships
(24:1).
Also speaking to this last point was an article which recently
appeared in the Oregonian and other large newspapers as an advertisement
from the American Council for Better Schools.

An ellipsoid was the

initial topic under discussion and the article went on to say, "The
application of solid geometry to mechanical engineering is a part of a
mechanical engineer's training" (63: 12).
A text book for the teaching of secondary mathematics asserted
that the student needs a wide acquaintance with the subject matter of
solid geometry, concepts in spherical geometry being necessary in an
understanding of geography, navigation, astronomy, and modern physics
(1:280).
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II.

THJ!~ SOLID GEOMETRY OF THE :WlATHEMATICS PROGRAM

In the last analysis it will be the classroom teachers' decision
just which of the many principles of solid geometry shall be presented
to the students and if these principles shall be proven or postulated.
Guiding the teacher in these decisions will be the reports of modern
curriculum planners and experimenters, local community demands, administrative policy, and of course, the teachers' educational background and
experiences.
A consensus of objectives.

The three paramount objectives in the

current stream of thought are these:

(1) to develop in the student an

understanding of the important spacial relations and an ability to visualize them, (2) to present to the student an intuitive approach to the
mensuration of solids, both area and volume, and (3) to develop the
students' ability in representing on a two-dimensional surface, simple
three-dimensional objects.

!_ consensus of important principles.

Opinion differs greatly as

to how detailed a study of solid geometry should be made up through the
high school level.

'l'he following four general content areas are common

to most all of the present mathematics programs: (1) planes and the
relationships between lines and planes and between planes and their
lines of intersection, (2) lines perpendicular to planes and planes
perpendicular to planes, dihedral aneles, (3) a study of common solids,
e.g. pyramids, cones and spheres, and (4) loci in three-dimensions.

CHAPTER IV
POSSIBLE DANGER AREAS

'l'he most recent programs have not been immune to shortcomings
and a grave danger has lain in accepting these programs just because
they were new.
I.

ELIMINATION OF SOLID GEOME'TRY

The elimination of solid geometry as a separate course has
presupposed one of two things.

Either the student did not need the

understandings and appreciations which can be developed only during a
study of solid geometry or the student would have obtained these solid
geometry understandings and appreciations as interjections in other
course areas, e.g. plane geometry, algebra, and junior high mathematics.
'l'he evidence cited in this paper weighs heavily against acceptance of
the first of these two alternatives, and the second alternative leans
entirely on the assumption that solid geometry will be incorporated
into other distinct courses.

This writer feels this is a dangerous

assumptton.
But indeed this assumption .has been ma.de.
would drop solid geometry from the curriculum,

11

Dadourian (38:550)
taking for granted"

that mensuration and presentation of solids would be taken care of in
arithmetic and algebra courses.
The Secondary-School Curriculmn Committee of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics felt that solid geometry could be eliminated
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as a separate course because the necessary elements of solid geometry
could "be woven into other parts of the curriculum. 11 (58:405)
ample, area and volume of solids were

11

For ex-

first considered" in the seventh

and eighth grades and "repeatedly applied" in the ninth and tenth.

The

report continued, "This should be true also for such basic concepts as
those pertaining to lines and planes in space; dihedral, trihedral and
polyhedral angles; and polyhedral forms" (58:406).
II.

TEXT BOOKS

Tables I and II have been included to display trends in geometry
text books.

The list has not been selected so as to amplify a point.

The selection was made completely at random.
Texts for the traditional semester-long course in solid geometry
have been listed in Table II.
list.

Two things have been concluded from this

The solid geometry text was no small volume in itself, and second-

ly, no significant size change could be seen from 1943 to 1960.
Table II includes those texts which were designed for use in a
combined one year course in geometry.

At the risk of over-generalizing

from such a small sample, it was indicated that the articles pertaining
to a combined plane and solid geometry course appearing in 1959, stimulated publication of combined texts, and it was realized that the meager
coverage given at first to solid geometry had to be expanded.

In the

preface to a geometry text, copyright 1959, the author stated that the
text was "modern in every respect • • • Various concepts of solid geometry
have been included in several chapters" (29:v).

There were only ten
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TABLE I
A SURVEY OF SOLID GEOM}.""1.'RY TEXTS
Copyright

Title

Author

Pages

1943

Solid Geometry

Mallory (18)

302

1946

Solid Geometry

Morgan (21)

330

1949

Smith (28)

2.56

1950

Modem-School
Solid Geometry
Solid Geometry

Smith (27)

314

1952

Solid Geometry

Hart (15)

198

1952

Dynamic Solid Geometry

Skolnik (26)

231

1954

Solid Geometry

Mallory (19)

252

1957

Solid Geometry

Shute (24)

276

1957

Solid Geometry

Mandelbaum (20)

261

19.57

Solid Geometry

Morgan (22)

331

19.59

Solid Geometry

Welchons (31)

346
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TABLE II

A SURVEY OF COMBINED GEOMETRY TEXTS

Copyright

Title

Author

Total
pages

Pages devoted to
solid geometry

1958

A New Geometry
for Secondary
Schools

Herberg (16)

416

16

19.59

Plane Geometry
and Supplements

Hart (15)

448

57

1960

High School
Geometry

Keniston (17)

474

2.5

1960

Plane and Solid
Geometry

Shute (25)

448

39

1961

Geometry--A
Unified Course

Goodwin (13)

468

125

1961

A Course in
Geometry

Weeks (30)

552

80

1961

Geometry

School
Mathematics
Study
Group (23)

633

114

19
pages of this book devoted to solid geometry and every one of these pages
was marked "Optional".

This may be compared to the 114 pages covering

solid geometry in the sample text book produced by the School ~~thematics
Study Group, copyright 1961 (23).
III.

GENI!:RAL

A danger facing any change in education is criticism from without.
Criticism should not be feared by educators and constructive criticism
should be welcomed.
unfort\ll'late.

However, the publicity which is generated is often

In an article appearing in the New York Times Dr. Morris

Kline assails the current drive to reform elewentary and high school
mathematics courses as misguided and nonsense (61:125).

Dr. Kline

(49:418-27) has also attacked the College Entrance Examination Board's
program.

CHA.PTER V

SUMMARY
High school curriculums have adjusted to meet existing demands.
The position of solid geometry in the mathematics program has shifted
during recent adjustment periods, and history has shown that change
in the existing mathematics programs is inevitable and necessary.

As

changes have evolved from month to month, year to year, certain weaknesses have developed, and it has been the responsibility of the
mathematics educator to spot these weaknesses and cull them from the
program.
Solid geometry as a semester-long course has appeared to many
as a foible in the mathematics program and all indications have implied
that it will eventually be eliminated as a separate course.

However,

it must be remembered that solid geometry is being eliminated as a
separate course not because of the content of the course, but because
it has been felt that a separate course in solid geometry was not the
best way to present the material to the student.
A hazard which has existed in recent curricular changes is
one of timing.

Solid geometry may be removed as a separate course

before the rest of the mathematics program has been made ready to
accept the responsibility of presenting those principles of solid
geometry recognized by all as a vital part of the high school student's
wBthematics training.
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